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TECHNICAL ASPECTS:
Dribbling & Shooting
Evaluation of execution of technical movements with every leg: right / left
Objectives trained on during this month and level reached

Right

Left





Understands and carries out the feint prior to dribbling





Changes of pace after the dribbling





Shoots during matches with confidence

Left

Correctly with
guidance

Correctly

Carries out the simple dribbling with outside of the foot

Carries out technical action of feint, previous to dribbling
(normally during the games and matches)
Knows how to shoot using the instep of foot trained during
this quarter
Performs the general technical action of shooting
(coordinated movements– power of shoot – direction of
shoot)
Carries out the correct movements of the technical action of
shooting in real games (during matches)
Knows how to overcome the one-on one situations with
goalkeeper, shooting the ball in the empty space next to
the goalkeeper

Right



















Right

Left

With difficulty







Control and Pass
Evaluation of execution of technical movements with every leg: right / left
Objectives trained on during this month and level reached

Knows the surface of pass trained on during this month
(inside) and applies it
Knows the surface of control (inside of the foot) and types
of control (classic and oriented) and applies them
Carries out the right pass (short or middle with the correct
surface) according to the game situation
Carries out correct control with the surface of foot, covering
the ball, and with the correct leg in respect to the game
situation and of the opponents
Knows and applies the movements and technical actions of
give and go
Carries out the technical movements of control and passing
with agility and speed

Right

Left

Right

Left

Correctly with
guidance

Correctly























Right

Left

With difficulty

TACTICAL ASPECTS:

Offensive individual tactics (when the team of player has got the ball)
Objectives trained on during this month and level reached

Correctly

Upon receiving the ball, looks up to know the situation of other players



Upon receiving the ball, chooses the best option between running with ball
and passing according to the game situation



To acquire the ball, he moves opening spaces and creating a correct line of
pass to the player with the ball

Correctly with
guidance

With difficulty



Upon receiving the ball, chooses the best line of pass as possible according
to game situation



Understands and applies the concepts of offensive tactical system of the
team



Understands the best positioning in the pitch in respect to the ball
situation, and other players from his team and the other team



Shows initiative in carrying out the running with ball during the games of
football and matches



Knows to make a distinction between the zones and weather he can or not
run with the ball



Defensive individual tactics (when the team of the player hasn’t got the ball)
Objectives trained on during this month and level reached

Correctly

Understands the best position in the pitch in respect of the situation of the
ball, and other players from his team and the other team



In case of defense he closes all spaces of his zone
Participates in the defensive role of the team




Understands and applies the concepts of defensive tactical system of the
team



Correctly with
guidance

With difficulty

Sometimes

Has to Improve

Personality aspects
Objectives trained on during this month and level reached
Active and motivated in the different activities organized
Good relationship with his team mates and other players in the School
Consistent attendance
Listens actively the instructions of the coach
Asks when he has got a question
Discipline

Always









Helps and encourages his team mates to avoid mistakes

Maintains a good personal relationship with his coach




His/her general performance is growing from first quarter as well as
his/her confidence in him/her self



Respects the material and the installation of FCB Escola

Comment for Parents: Akram learned in a fast way the skills trained on during this season. He showed really good body
coordination plus a right attitude and hard work to achieve the objectives. He got used to his role in the field, becoming more
creative and improving the general performance of the team. We are really happy with the attitude he played, and the hard work
done during the entire season to become a better player.

……………………………
Rubén Dellà
Technical Director

…………………………….
Ahmed Shaban
Coach

